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·
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·
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From the helm
As I write this newsletter, I am supposed to be cruising in Fiordland on board the beautiful
Strannik, and doing some research on great anchorages for our upcoming South Island Rally, and
I was also really looking forward to the Waikawa Women's Regatta too. Instead we are all
dealing with restrictions, lockdowns, and my boat is stuck in the haulout yard. It is a stark
reminder of what a changeable world we all live in.
As sailors, it got me thinking. Are we

I am also really proud to announce

better able to adapt and pivot? When

that we are now members of NZ

we are at sea we are constantly

Marine Industry Association. We look

having to deal with situations out of

forward to working with fellow

our control, the weather, tide, and

members to help grow and promote

wind coming from the wrong

the Marine Industry in NZ.

direction, things on the boat
breaking. It certainly feels at times

The Team at Tahiti Crew have also

that we are not entirely in control of

come on board as a partner of Island

our lives. But anyway, I guess we are

Cruising, and they are ready and

still very lucky to live in such a

waiting to welcome sailors to the

beautiful part of the world, even

shores of French Polynesia when we

though it makes planning any events

are allowed to get out adventuring

or activities at present very difficult!

around the Pacific again.

In our members workshops this month

We had a fantastic turnout on our

we've covered off a number of

Japan webinar in August too. It is

important topics including a webinar

great to see so much interest in this

to discuss the new rule which states

rally and destination, and we look

that storm covers need to be 'fitted'

forward to filling you in with some

on windows over 1852cm2 - and not

more details soon.

just carried. This applies for Cat 1 &
2.

Our South Island Rally details are
about to be released, and you can

There was a bit of confusion over the

join in to a webinar on Tuesday night

detail of this rule, so I arranged a

at 7pm, it will be streamed on our

zoom meeting for members to be

Facebook page. You'll get to hear all

able to discuss their concerns. You

about the cool places to visit and the

can read the outcomes of that

great value and inclusions you can

meeting a bit further on in the

get along the way.

newsletter.
We have also announced our Pacific
I've also been working hard on signing

Circuit Rally for 2022. Providing all

up more amazing sponsors for Island

the borders are open, we will be

Cruising. It really is very easy to

arranging a voyage from NZ to

recoup your $75 annual membership

Tonga, Fiji, Vanuatu and New

fee by taking advantage of the

Caledonia. Departing May and

amazing deals our sponsors

returning October.

generously offer to our members. This

options to do Fiji only and hopefully

month we have been joined by Zoom

also a feeder rally for the Groupama

Sails, and my friend Phil, who has

race in New Caledonia. I've had some

made all the sails on my yacht. He

great conversations with our contacts

does an amazing job and can help

in the Pacific over the last couple of

with all aspects of choosing the right

days to get things rolling. I hope you

sails for your boat. We will be doing a

can join us! More details can be

workshop with him about Cat 1 sail

found in our newsletter.

requirements in our members
workshops later on this month.

There will be

Most clubs - well the ones down South here anyway are all
preparing for a restricted, socially distanced opening day this
weekend. We are also excited to have partnered with Devonport
Yacht Club who have lots of awesome cruising events both on
and off the water. Hopefully many of you will be able to join in
after lockdown. We will keep you posted with what they have got
to offer.

Thanks to everyone who has joined Island Cruising in the last
month. I am getting amazing feedback from the cruising
preparation workshops. It is great to see so many people keen to
get out on the water. There is another taster workshop in this
newsletter about preparing your Sailing CV

Anyway hope you can join our South Island Rally webinar on
Tuesday night.

Until next month.

Cheers

V

iki

Join our webinar on Tuesday 21 September
Streaming live on our Facebook page or join on
Zoom:
https://zoom.us/j/91645629930?pwd=R2JhREtDaEhzRXR3YlcxdEkxMlZjdz09
Meeting ID: 916 4562 9930
Passcode: 323528

Plans are underway for the iconic Pacific Circuit Rally in 2022.
There will also be a Fiji only and New Caledonia feeder rally for the
Groupama Race option.
COVID restrictions permitting. Mark your diaries, register your interest,
and more details will be coming very soon.
Watch this space!

Member Benefits

We are proud to announce our new partners of Island Cruising who are offering some
excellent deals for our members. You can join Island Cruising for just $75.00 per year here to
access these incredible deals!

20% off the Down Under Rally Offshore
Cruising Preparation Course. Save $70!
Check out the Down Under Rally website
for more information here.

See-LEVEL is a new, fast, effective, and
patented solution for seasickness
designed in New Zealand.
ICNZ members get a 10% discount on
See-LEVEL products. Contact
dudley@see-level.com

Online Workshops for Island Cruising NZ Members

Are you Offshore Ready?
Our cruising preparation workshops have kicked off but it is not to late to join in the fun. Island
Cruising NZ members will receive weekly emails with tips and suggestions on how to go about
getting prepared for a long coastal or offshore voyage. There will also be webinars, downloads,
and in person get togethers.
You can start any time, and work through the topics at your own pace. Join in any time.
Some of the topics we will cover off include:

So far our workshops have covered off some key
topics:

Navigation
COLREGS
Passage planning
Provisioning

1. Getting organised - a system for storing all the
information for your Passage Plan, Safety Manual,
Maintenance log, Important Documents, Boating
Qualifications and more
2. Your vessel information - a template for collating
all the specifications of your boat
3. The Cat 1 & 2 Regulations
4. Boat Registration

Safety gear
Diesel engine basics
Fuel systems
Servicing winches
Checking your rig
Anchoring tips
Sailing at night
EPIRBs
VHF/AIS
Communications

5. Reporting Incidents

Man Over Board

6. Insuring your boat

Fire

7. VHF & MMSI
8. Meteorology - Forecasts
9. Communication options at Sea
10. Rig - rules for Cat 1 & 2

Flooding
Abandon Ship
Preparing a Grab Bag
Meteorology
Tides
Docking
Plumbing

We are work our way through the Safety Regulations

Electrics

with some tips on what your vessel needs, advice from

Batteries

experts and some great discounts on the gear you

Charging systems

need to have on board.

Keeping healthy
Sail trim & new sails
Boat registration

There is lots coming up! Hope you can join us.

Taking on crew
Dinghy tips

Join in any time, there is lots to cover off, and starting
early means you can tick off a lot of these jobs for

Fog signals
Biosecurity
Seasickness

getting you, your vessel and your crew ready for a

Coping in emergencies

long coastal or an offshore voyage.

Security
Skipper responsibility
Log keeping
Search and Rescue
Steering
Heavy Weather Sailing
AND MUCH MORE!

Become a member now to join in
www.islandcruising.nz

Installing a windvane off centre
By Sarah Curry of Hydrovane International Marine

Whether you like mooring stern-to in a marina for the ease of
hopping off, or love the platform for donning your mask and
flippers at anchor – you don’t have to give that up!

Swim steps and drop down transoms are the norm for modern
boats and we encourage off center installations. If you have a
sugar scoop transom, a platform, or even a nice boarding ladder,
just mount the Hydrovane to one side to maintain full use.
Often an off center installation helps accommodate other gear,
and also means you have perfectly positioned handholds for
getting on and off the boat… your transom becomes more
functional.
A number of years ago, various trials were conducted through
the University of Southampton to help determine if off center
installations affect performance. The tests were conclusive: The
Hydrovane is absolutely indifferent as to its location – as long as
it has ‘clean water’ to work with, the rudder can produce its
certain amount of steering power wherever it is located.
More importantly, however, are the real-life experiences on the
water. About 75% of Hydrovane installations in the past 10 years
have been mounted off center, and we have hundreds of
testimonials from happy customers.
With the change in modern boat transoms, extreme offsets are
becoming common place. The only advantages of an amidships
installation might be the aesthetics (for some boats) and perhaps
a bit more protection provided by the boat’s keel.

www.hydrovane.com

Island Cruising NZ is all about offering the cruising community "peace of mind" –
through the help, guidance and support they give to boat owners wanting to venture
offshore. For this same reason, the ICNZ is aligned to Baileys Insurance, as we feel
comfortable with the first class insurance cover and claims support they can provide
to our members.
"Blue water" insurance cover is a specialist area, and the team at Baileys have the
knowledge, skill and first hand experience to ensure you have the right cover for your
particular circumstances – whether it be cruising the Pacific, or around the world, short
handed or with a full crew. We achieve this by using quality insurers from local and
overseas markets, all with "A" rated financial security as a minimum requirement. Our
true independence and access to a choice of Insurers enables us to provide you with
very competitive premium and excess terms.
But most importantly, we are involved first hand with every claim to ensure it is settled
as it should be.
Contact Baileys Insurance for more information and get a quote for Island Cruising
NZ Members.

https://www.baileysinsurance.co.nz
BAILEYS INSURANCE LTD
Phone: 09 444 8860 or 0800 898585
Email: enquiries@baileysinsurance.co.nz

Making a Sailing Resumé
Our Cruising Preparation Workshops cover off all sorts of different topics, including how to
prepare you, your crew and your vessel for a long coastal or offshore voyage. Here is another
sample of some of the small steps you can take now to prepare for your future cruising plans.
Join Island Cruising for just $75 per year to participate in all our workshops.
Whether you are a skipper, owner, permanent crew, or someone looking for some crewing positions, it is always a great idea
to have your sailing CV up to date.
The Safety Regulations also require that for Cat 1 & 2 that the Skipper and Crew have the skills and experience to undertake
the voyage they are planning. There is a requirement for a certain % of the crew to also have current first aid and sea survival
training certificates. Therefore having a resumé prepared to demonstrate your knowledge and previous experience, backed
up by evidence of your qualifications is a great place to start.
If you ever want to charter a yacht you'll need to show a CV, some insurance companies need to see how qualified and
experienced you are and may even offer discounts to people who have certain qualifications, events such as the RNI require
you to submit a sailing resumé with your entry, when you go offshore, your safety inspector will want to get a feel for the
knowledge that the skipper and crew all have too. If you are hoping to get some crew positions, whether it be paid or
volunteering for sea-time, then a good resumé is essential.
Qualifications have a value and should be supported with the appropriate documentation. No country issues a certificate
such as Offshore Yachtmaster unless a person has been thoroughly tested in knowledge of navigation, meteorology, rules
and regulations, and legal requirements that apply. Knowledge in these areas is a requirement for vessels going overseas.
Back in Workshop #1 - Getting Prepared, you purchased some clearfile folders for storing all your boat information in. One
of those was for your sailing CV. Every crew member should have their own folders.
So what kind of information should you include?
A Photo
A lot of recruitment agencies would probably advise to not put
your photograph on your CV when applying for a job, but you
can read a lot about people by the way they present themselves,
even in a photo. If I am going to be spending a week at sea with
someone I want to know what they look like before I pick up the
phone.
Make sure your photo shows you preferrably on a boat, smiling,
not wearing sunglasses and dressed like you know what you are
doing - i.e in your wet weather gear, or on the helm.
That being said, if you don't want to include a photo, then don't
feel obliged to do so, and if you are a skipper of your own boat
and just putting together your CV for your inspector's benefit
then there is no need to bother.

Profile - Introduction
This part is really important, as it is likely that most people will make a decision based solely on reading your introduction.
Write a summary paragraph about you, who you are as a person, how long you've been sailing for, what kind of sailing you've
done - racing, cruising etc, are you experienced or an enthusiastic beginner? What sort of sailing you would like to do, if you
are looking for a crew/skipper position, paid or volunteer, what you do for a living. Are you fun to be around? Are you keen to
contribute and easy going?
Your Name & Contact Details
Make sure that you include the country code on your mobile phone, and your email address. Your current home base is also
good to include here. Some skippers will pay to fly crew in or out for a delivery, but they'll need to know where you are
located.
Your Nationality
The skipper is responsible for ensuring that everyone on board has a valid passport and the correct entry visas to be able to
come in to the country. Ensure your passport is current and has at least six months validity after the end of your proposed
voyage. If you've got residency in another country or dual nationality, include this too.
Other Personal Details
Here is where you can alleviate any concerns the skipper may have. You might like to include your age, if you are a
smoker/drinker or not, single/married/children, vegetarian or other dietary requirements, what languages you speak. I've
even seen some skippers announce their political views. While this all does seem quite personal, remember you are going to
potentially be spending a long period of time in very close confines, and it is much better if you all get along. You might also
like to mention if you get seasick and how you manage it, and now you'll also need to advise if you have been vaccinated.
Qualifications
Dig out all your certificates and slide these in to the pockets of your Sailing CV Folder. Add a list of the qualifications you have
got to your resumé. Things you should look to include:
VHF Radio license
Marine Medic - First Aid course - at least two of the crew need a current first aid certificate
Advanced Sea Survival Certificate - at least 30% or no fewer than two crew including the skipper need to have this
qualification for Cat 1
Boatmaster
Coastal Skipper
Offshore Yachtmaster
Any other relevant certificates
Other Relevant Skills
Here is where you can add that you are a boat owner, diesel mechanic, sail maker, rigger, medical professional, chef,
electrician, boat builder, expert fisherman, SCUBA diver, yacht club official, basically any skills you have that might come in
handy with sailing the boat or other relevant experience in the sailing world.
Sailing Experience
It is useful to know if you've crossed an ocean or if you also have skills with racing around the cans too. (I've had people on
board my yacht who've crossed the Atlantic, but have no idea how to do quick tacks or hoist a kite in a race) be honest with
your experience. Have you sailed at night, are you skilled in anchoring, docking in tight spaces? Can you help with
provisioning, passage planning, are you an experienced watch keeper, can you help navigate, do you know the COLREGS,
have you got experience with analysing weather, are you a rockstar bowman, will you help with cooking, cleaning and
passage cleanup? Have you completed the Island Cruising Preparation Workshops or prepared a vessel for Cat 1? Have you
sailed in heavy weather? Sailed shorthanded? Had crucial gear failures? Note the unique challenges about the experience.
If you are a racer, include the boats and regattas you've sailed in, and any awards or trophies you've collected.
Add details of some of the passages you've done, or time spent aboard. Include dates, locations, miles, boat type (mono or
multihull), vessel size, your position on the crew or as skipper, was it a point to point delivery, or cruising around?

Interests
Here you can add your other interests, photography, golf, animals, wind surfing, kite boarding, art, music, whatever you like.
It helps to build a picture of the kind of person you are.
References
Include some phone numbers and email addresses of other people you've sailed with in the past. Maybe even ask them to
write a reference for you to include in your folder.
Other Considerations
Try and keep it to around two pages. There is no need to include every voyage you've done, but choose some of the more
interesting, longer and recent ones so it shows that you've got experience sailing different vessels in different places. Update
your LinkedIn Profile to include your sailing qualifications and experience as well. You can add your LinkedIn profile to your
Sailing Resumé to demonstrate your other work experience. It is a good idea to keep a track of your sea-time and miles as
this can come in handy if you are going for your Offshore Yachtmaster certificate or a commercial qualification. There are
various log-books you can purchase to record this detail in.
Your Tasks this week
Collect up all your certificates and put them in your folder, save a couple of pages at the front for your written resumé. At
the back of your folder you might also like to have a few copies of your passport which are handy to give to any skipper
for their crew list details.
If you haven't got a current Marine Medic or Sea Survival Certificate, sign up to one of our upcoming courses. Island
Cruising Members get great discounts with Oceania Medical and we are about to announce a Sea Survival course
provider too.
Type up your resumé. You can use a simple word document - and save it as a PDF before you email it to anyone, or you
can put your CV on a blog, you can also find some really nice free templates where you can fill out all your own details on
Canva.
Print out a copy and file it at the front of your clearfile folder, and save an electronic version in your sailing folder too.
If you are keen for some crewing positions, email your sailing CV through to Island Cruising and we will add you to our
crew list as well.
Remember before you go sailing with someone, do some due diligence on them and the boat. I've heard a few horror
stories in my time from both the skipper and crew's point of view. Don't put yourself on an unsafe vessel with crew you
don't know, without doing your research first!
Have fun! & Join Island Cruising NZ if you enjoyed this and want to do more!

Upcoming Events
September 2021
Island Cruising NZ Members cruising
preparation online workshops
Are now underway! Join us any time and get regular
updates on bite sized steps for preparing you, your
vessel and your crew to do a long coastal or offshore
voyage.
Become a member to participate
www.islandcruising.nz
Sailing Singles
Looking for love in all the wrong places?
Join the Sailing Singles New Zealand Group on
Facebook. There are lots of last minute get togethers
around the country. This is a great way to make some
new sailing friends.

23 September 2021
Rebecca Hayter - Wild Seas to Greenland talk
Waikawa Boating Club 7.30pm

Women Who Sail New Zealand

Upcoming Events
8 October 2021
Island Cruising Catch up in Auckland
Venue TBA - watch this space.
21 October 2021
Feeling Seasick?
Lyttelton sailor Dudley Jackson had his offshore
cruising plans thwarted by debilitating sea-sickness.
This lead him to design and develop an innovative
way of curing that awful green feeling sailors often get
when heading in to rough seas! Come along and hear
about how he came up with the idea, how he went
about designing and manufacturing his product and
try it out! It will be a fun interactive session.
Little Ship Club @Naval Point in Lyttelton. 7.30pm
start
Friday 22 October
Coastal Classic - Cruising Division
More information here.

28 October 2021
Cruising Vanuatu Webinar
In collaboration with Multihull Solutions, Down Under
Rally & Rocket Guides
More info here
18 November 2021
Three Kings Offshore Race
The Three Kings Offshore Race is a 500 nautical mile
challenge from Auckland up and around the Three
Kings Islands and then back to Auckland finishing
where you started. The Three Kings Islands is a
beautiful, yet rugged place that is a must see, past
Cape Reinga with a slice of Ocean Racing.
Check out the RNZYS website for more info

6 December 2021
Members night in Auckland
Venue TBA - come along for some dinner and a catch
up with Island Cruising NZ members and hear all
about sailing in the South Island
December 2021 - January 2022
Rally to the South Island
Plans are underway for a rally to the South Island
including calls at Abel Tasman, Marlborough Sounds,
Banks Peninsula and then either sail home or on to
Stewart Island and Fiordland. More info coming very
soon!
10 - 13 February 2022
Australian Wooden Boat Festival
the Australian Wooden Boat Festival will fill Sullivan's
Cove, Hobart. More info here.
March 2022
Central Triangle
Short handed or fully crewed race from Wellington to
Akaroa, Napier & back to Wellington. Great
shakedown for an offshore voyage and some great
parties along the way. More info here.

May 2022
Pacific Circuit Rally
COVID border restrictions permitting, plans are
underway for our famous Pacific Circuit Rally in 2022.
Tonga, Fiji, Vanuatu & New Caledonia. Contact us to
register your interest.
June 2022
Groupama Race - New Caledonia
April 2023
Sister City 50th Anniversary Rally to Japan.
from Christchurch and Wellington New Zealand to
Kurashiki and Sakai Japan. Register your interest now.
More info on the Facebook group.

Discounts for ICNZ Members!

Pacific COVID Update
New Zealand has cases of the Delta strain of COVID in the community and the whole country is
now in a various levels of lockdown & restrictions. Please note these updates can change any
time! Keep an eye on our Facebook page for extra information.
New Zealand

Fiji

Australia

The New Zealand Maritime border is

Fiji is looking to reopen for tourism as

The maritime border is closed. Only

still closed. NZ has cases of Delta in

soon as 80% of the population is

Australian citizens, residents and

the community and is currently in

vaccinated, which could be as early

immediate family members can enter

lockdown.

as December 2021.

Australia by sea. All crew must be

New Zealand vessels are able to

They are looking forward to

accommodation for 14 days on arrival

enter New Zealand provided the

welcoming us on the Pacific Circuit

You must provide arrival information

skipper is reasonably satisfied that

Rally next year.

in advance.

isolated in mandatory quarantine.

every person on board is either a New

People in New Zealand can fly across

Zealand citizen or meets New

Vanuatu

the Tasman but the maritime border is

Zealand’s visa requirements.

All ports of entry are closed until

still closed.

further notice.

We are working with our partners

Foreign flagged vessels are not

Down Under Rally to lobby for the

permitted to arrive unless certain

Cook Islands

Trans-Tasman maritime border to

criteria are met and permission has

The Cook Islands Maritime border is

open as well.

been granted by New Zealand’s

closed. People who have been in New

Director-General of Health.

Zealand for 14 days can fly in to the

Niue

Additionally, any non-New Zealand

Cook Islands without quarantine. We

The Niue border is closed to all yachts

citizens on board must meet the

have heard of one yacht sailing from

until further notice.

necessary visa requirements.

Tahiti to NZ that was permitted to

Permission must be sought from

stop in Aitutaki to take on extra kiwi

French Polynesia

Immigration New Zealand for non-

crew and spare parts. The sailors

Is now in a two-week hard lockdown.

New Zealand citizens on board to

were unable to go ashore.

It is forbidden for any pleasure boat

enter New Zealand.

arriving in French Polynesia to call,
New Caledonia

anchor or park, or disembark at sea

Vessels may be exempt if there is a

The borders to New Caledonia remain

any person in the internal waters and

compelling need for the vessel to

closed until further notice. But they

territorial sea of French Polynesia

arrive in New Zealand for:

are also anticipating being open in

until further notice. Our friends at

reprovisioning and/or refuelling

2022. Plans for the Groupama

Tahiti Crew are keeping us posted

OR

Regatta are underway and they are

with any updates.

the purpose of delivering the

also looking forward to welcoming

vessel to a business which

the Pacific Circuit Rally in 2022.

includes for the purpose of

International Cruisers In Europe
with Boats in NZ

repairing or refitting the vessel

Tonga

Non-NZ citizens are still not permitted

AND

Tonga's maritime border is closed

to enter NZ via air to access their

the Director-General has granted

until further notice.

boats. Some have chosen to ship

the vessel permission to arrive in
New Zealand.

their vessels home or sell them here in
Samoa

NZ. Others continue to wait for the

A vessel may also be exempt if the

International borders remain closed

borders to reopen.

Director-General has granted

until further notice.

permission for the vessel to arrive in

Join Sailors with COVID Immigration

New Zealand for humanitarian

Issues NZ Facebook group for more

reasons or other compelling needs.

information.

Contact us for more information if
you are planning on coming to NZ.

Island Cruising NZ
Become a Member
· Whether you own a boat already, are planning on buying one soon, have dreams of sailing
offshore someday, or are considering sailing to New Zealand, preparing for a voyage requires
that you, your crew and your vessel are knowledgeable, equipped and fully self-sufficient. Island
Cruising NZ can help you navigate through all the preparation, administration and coordination
of a long coastal or offshore voyage and welcome you to the South West Pacific.

For just NZD$75.00 per annum you will receive:
Services, information and advice for long coastal and
offshore cruisers and racers.
Newsletters and regular updates.
Exclusive member tips and steps to help you prepare for
a long voyage.
Access to exclusive discounts from some of the best
marine businesses in New Zealand and the South Pacific.
·Social events, great cruising community connections,
activities and rallies.
Mentoring, training seminars and webinars.
Access to our extensive database of local knowledge and
advice about sailing in the South Pacific and New
Zealand.
Assistance with navigating the ever changing customs,
immigration and health requirements for cruisers.
Advocacy and support when things don't go to plan.

Combined knowledge and connections with the Island
Cruising community.
Crew matching service for skippers looking for crew or
crew looking for a boat.

Join online at www.islandcruising.nz

Rally Benefits

Our rallies are for everyone! Families with children, couples, friends, solo
sailors, yacht owners and offshore capable power boat owners. Basically, if
you're able to take some time out to cruise, then our rallies are for you.

Social events and activities.

Discounts and expertise from our
rally partners - respected marine
suppliers.

Assistance navigating the changing
customs and immigration paperwork
and often access to ports you'd
otherwise be unable to clear in and out
from.
Local knowledge and connections.

Seminars, advice and passage
planning assistance with preparing
your vessel, your crew and your self
for the rally
The safety of travelling in a group,
with tracking and weather routing
and advice if things don't go to plan.

Stay with the group of do your
own thing, the choice is yours.
Crew matching service &
management of crew change
logistics
Technical support

Marine Medic
Coastal & Offshore
How would you cope if someone on board
your boat had a heart attack, broke their
leg, or some other major injury. Could you
take care of a sick crew member for an
extended period at sea?
REGISTER YOUR INTEREST NOW:
email us: info@islandcruising.nz
We will be running courses with our partner
Oceania Medical later in the year around
the country in line with demand.
Christchurch - November
Auckland - TBA
With discounts available for Island Cruising
NZ Members

Course Topics:
Personal protection
Primary Survey
Recovery Position
Body Structure & Functions
The Unconcious Casualty
CPR & Basic Life Support
AED Use
Bleeding, Tourniquet use, israeli bandage use & CELOX
Management of Shock, Anaphylactic shock, hypoglycemic shock
Burns & Scalds
Transporting & caring for a casualty
Wound Care
Offshore Medical Kit (CAT 1) familiarisation session

Island Cruising NZ is proud to partner with Rocket Guides Cruising Guides for Vanuatu and New Caledonia.
Rocket Cruising Guides have expert local knowledge on Anchorages, Routes, Marine Parks, Marinas, Yacht Agents,
slipways, yacht repair facilities, supermarkets, marine hardware stores, welders, fitters, sail makers, internet, mobile
phones, and more.

Island Cruising NZ Members get a 10% discount on these amazing cruising resources

Memorable Makongai
By Gina de Vere
Memorable Makongai

In his hands he offered up a bone

Usually it is the people we meet that

china plate with a slight pattern on it

make the voyaging memorable,

and under a cover was a shell holding

whether it is the two men who asked

a large cooked crab on a bed of

us to teach them navigation skills on

mashed yam; one plate and crab

Bega Island, Fred the village chief in

meal for each of us as a welcome

Kandavu who basted my husband

gift. The fine china had been used in

Christian in coconut oil and gave him

the Leprosarium, some of the few

a massage on the floor of his hut, or
the many people who offered us
kindnesses while sailing in Fiji: this
time it was the place that was
memorable; Makongai Island.
(Approximate Latitude 17 26,25.36S
and

Longitude 178 57,09.77E)

things that remained. This act of
As we anchored we could see an

middle of the bay, facing our
anchorage, were concrete steps,
about 14 steps high and very wide,
giving an air of grandness. They led
to nothing, just a concrete platform.

This island had been fought over and
changed ownership many times until
the 1860s when Frederick Hennings
officially bought the island to develop
it into farmland. He started by
growing cotton but this was

The original building, the hospital for
the Leprosarium, was long gone.
There were a handful of shacky
houses around the bay, set back in a
grassy area, but no obvious sign of
life.

unsuccessful, so he planted coffee
and coconuts and cleared land to
graze cattle and sheep. The island
changed hands a couple of times
more until 1908 when the Fiji
government bought it to use as a
Leprosarium for the Pacific Islands
which included New Zealand
dominions.

dedicated work of the Missionary
Sisters of the Society of Mary, (nuns
devoted to improving the lot of the

that has remained with me all these
years. We were sailing from Savasavu
to Suva in 2005 on our 40’steel yacht
‘Caesura’ and decided to anchor in
Makongai for a couple of days.
Sailing through the narrow entrance
to Dalice Bay we caught a large fish
to offer the locals as sevusevu. A
happy omen.

would show us over the island the
next day. He asked us if we had any
big dry batteries for the church
organ, but the ones we had were not
the right size. When we saw the
church, in one of the houses, and the
organ, we were taken aback. The
organ was small, more like a child’s
toy which worked off batteries.
Before we left we were able to rig

would not work for long.

get dinner we spied a boat making its
way towards us with two people in it.
One was a small heavily tattooed
man with an outsize rasta hairdo and
the other a plump woman. I was a bit
worried; were we trespassing I
wondered? What did they want? My

from the truth. As the longboat came
alongside I could see from their
outstretched arms they came bearing
gifts.

lepers who were incarcerated there
from there between 1911 until 1969 )

It was organized that the minister

something up for him but I guessed it
Just as we decided to go below and

fears could not have been further
It is the history of Makongai and the

kindness touched us deeply.

intriguing sight in front of us. In the

Our walk from the wharf that day
took us north along a path that went
past an old stone building with small
square windows set high along one
side, with a blank wall at one end but
no roof. The rest of the building was
covered in vines. This had been the
cinema. Over the 58 years of its
existence Makongai had welcomed
4,500 people with leprosy. It made
me happy to think that many of them
would have enjoyed a movie or two in

Introductions were made. It seemed
the rastafarian was the minister for
the island. His story, if I remember it
correctly was that he was unable to
walk as a young person, I never found
out what caused this, but his pastor
became his mentor. The pastor
introduced him to the power of
prayer in religion and said he would
pray for him. One day, after how long
I do not know, a miracle occurred and
he could walk again. From that day
he decided he would dedicate his life
to following the Lord, and became
the minister for the island.

that stone building. We carried along
the narrow track where the
undergrowth became more dense.
Suddenly the view opened out into a
clearing which was dominated by a
magnificent mango tree, high and
solid casting welcome shade over a
grassy patch of land. The rest of the
space in the clearing was devoted to
many graves, mostly of the nuns and
doctors who had worked there. One
particular grave caught my eye, that
of Mother Mary Agnes, the marvellous
woman who was in charge of
Makongai, and who created an island
of hope for so many.

It was she who organised the lepers to
various work stations; making roads, caring
for the gardens, doing the laundry, helping
with cooking and cleaning, thus giving them a
feeling of usefulness and pride in their island
home. She ruled with an iron fist and was
loved and admired by all.

We asked the school master if we may visit
his school at the southernmost part of the
island because we had books, pens and

The distance was about 3km as the crow flies

posters to donate, so the next morning we

but it took us a lot longer than we had

started the walk with our guide over the hill

expected. Finally we reached the school

to the school. There was also a large old

where the Master and his wife came out to

bakery over there too we were told which

greet us.

had been used not only during leperous times
but later when the island was used as a
quarantine station for sheep for Australia. As
we walked up a slope out of the bay we
passed some small concrete buildings
interspersed with pawpaw trees. These
derelict buildings were mostly broken down

The children were waiting to sing us a
welcome song. It was wonderful. They almost
took the tin roof off in their exuberance! The
master then showed us over the impressive
bakery, still with its original stone ovens.

and covered in vines, but some had four walls
intact; spaces for windows and an opening

When asked if we would like to take the boat

for a door. These cells had been the living

back to Dalice Bay with the children when

quarters for the Indians who were kept

they went home, we leapt at the offer. It was

separate from the Pacific Islanders who

a wild ride. The old power boat was overfull

came from a dozen different areas of the

and the freeboard frighteningly little, but

Pacific.

with the children singing and laughing all the

The Pacific Islanders considered the

Indians ‘unclean’ and would not mix with

way, it proved a memorable ride.

them. Many Indians had come to Fiji by ship
at the turn of the century to work as
indentured labourers on sugar cane
plantations and subsequently settled in Fiji.

The next day we inspected the Fisheries
project of culturing giant clams, now called a
Mariculture Centre. In 2005 there was not
much to see, just a couple of raised beds

The narrow old road was overgrown in many
places and many bricks had either been
removed or hidden by buffalo grass, and the
going became rough with scratchy bushes
making the way almost impenetrable.

with ragged netting overhead to minimise the
effects of the sun and a very few tiny clams.
However these days I believe this venture is
flourishing and many sea beds have been
seeded with these baby clams.

To see larger clams we snorkelled just off the
jetty where several iron beds from the old
hospital had been thrown. These had
provided home to many corals and sea
creatures. There we found several very large
clams but as it is illegal to take clam shells
we took no mementoes. All the time we were
on the island I was aware of the resilience of
people and another more emotional feeling,
knowing thousands of people had lived there;
many of them in pain, some of them
recovering, some getting married others
having babies, but all of them, whether
doctors, nurses and admin staff or the lepers
themselves, all doing their bit to make the
island a well functioning, caring home. A
former governor of Fiji, Sir Arthur Richards,
described Makongai as having ‘clean, airy,
beautifully kept wards where the Sisters
radiate their own atmosphere of loving care,
of cheerfulness, and of hope. Because every
year a dozen or more patients are
discharged as cured and restored to their
friends.’

When sulfone drugs were found to cure
leprosy, the few remaining lepers left
Makongai for the Twomey Hosptal in Suva .
Whereas people had arrived in a state of
despair, the island had become a pleasant
home and a place of hope. Sadly we said our
last farewells and were waved off our
anchorage, taking with us memories of
people’s endurance and how in difficult times
it is through helping each other that we move
from despair to hope.
If you are interested in reading about
Makongai as a Leprosarium, I highly
recommend the book, ’Makongai, Image of
Hope’ by Sister Mary Stella. If you simply
want to enjoy a very special island make
Makongai a destination when next you sail in
Fiji.

Club Connections

Island Cruising NZ collaborates with yacht clubs around New Zealand & the Pacific to promote cruising activities & events
to our huge database of sailors, to provide a place of connection for our members when cruising away from home, and
organising combined events and seminars about cruising for the sailors in their local area.

Devonport Yacht Club

Devonport Yacht Club is a family-oriented sailing and
boating club with an active social calendar. The club was
formed in 1905 and now is housed in a modern
waterfront facility with the best views in Auckland.
They have a regular on water cruising and racing
programme which often concludes with a BBQ on the
beach of one of Aucklands many stunning Islands.
They hold monthly Sea Talks with guest speakers telling
stories of their adventures, and they also run boating
education courses and seminars.
You can even book a lesson to upskill on your own boat.
The club bar is open and visiting guests and new
members are welcome to drop in and enjoy the
atmosphere.
Check out their website here and like them on Facebook

2002 Beneteau First 47.7 | Laissez Faire II
Laissez Faire II, a superb Beneteau First 47.7, has enjoyed a
recent refresh, maintenance and antifoul and is now ready to go
for the upcoming season.
The yacht features a comprehensive sail inventory and many
upgrades, including all the gear required for long-distance
cruising and/or club racing.
Laissez Faire II features generous volume with a three-cabin
layout plus two heads. Her open saloon has an abundance of
seating for up to eight guests.
The yacht has an easy set-up for short-handed sailing or take
some crew to really stretch her legs.
Visit The Yacht Sales Co website for her full inventory, or contact
us to arrange an inspection.
Dominic Lowe ph 021 426 600 dominic@yachtsalesco.com
www.yachtsalesco.com

Books We Love

Jon Tucker's 'Those Sugar-Barge Kids'
book is now available free as an
ebook for the rest of August
(worldwide) on the kobo website. For
kindle readers its price has been
reduced to the minimum allowable
(99 US cents or equivalent). This book
was shortlisted in the top three for
the 2019 Environment Award for
Children’s Literature, and involves
three Australian sailing children and
two home-schooled Kiwi kids who live
on an old barge.

Click the
book covers
to buy online
Available as Ebook on Amazon, softback at Boat Books, NZ & Australia.

Publicity, marketing &
communications
www.marinevoice.net

Clive Bennett
clive.bennett@seaboatsbrokers.com
+64 27 494 9799

Sailing yacht Finot 53
This is a stylish comfortable cruising yacht, safe and very easy to handle with a quality finish.
Zahir is from the drawing board of Jean Marie Finot who is one the premiere naval architects in
the world. His Goupe Finot includes designs for both Beneteau and Oceanis.
2018 upgrade – new rigging , new Dacron mainsail, new Dacron Jib, new deck with antiskid
Kiwigrip, new solar panels, new fabric Bimini and spray hood.
Full specifications can be found here.

18.5m Cruising Ketch

A beautiful ocean-going cruising ketch, everything you need
for extended passage making and comfortable cruising. Top
design and custom built in timber and GRP to a very high
standard, and fitted out with all the safety, navigation, and
equipment you need. Hard dodger and full set of tropical
awnings. Electrics all up to NZ and US electrical standard.
Carefully maintained with no expense spared, and with a
huge inventory, too long to list here. With all controls from
both masts leading to the cockpit, this boat has completed
many ocean passages with just two crew. A top boat.
Stan Huntingford design, Robert Perry rig, complete refit of
interior and all systems 2000-2002 by Legendary Yachts in
Washington. Imported into NZ. Completely equipped for
offshore passages, ready to go.

View the full specifications here

CITY OF SAILS MARINE YACHT BROKERS – New and Used Boats For Sale – Motor Yachts –
Power and Sail – Classic – Multihulls – Launches – Trailer Boats – Marine Products
We are based in Auckland and offer offer a very wide selection of recreational and commercial boats
of all types, both new and used.
We are full service yacht and boat brokers – with the emphasis on service. We also offer a number
of marine services and products, including loan finance, and market and insurance valuations.
WE’RE SELLING BOATS – AND WE NEED NEW LISTINGS!
We get results, so talk to us now about listing your boat for sale – we promote your boat through a
number of websites and other outlets, including overseas as appropriate. Phone us any time:
Blair Harkness, Mobile 021 245 8809 http://www.cityofsailsmarine.co.nz

DOCKLAND 5 Marine Ltd
The perfect place to carry out boat repairs & refresh
before your next adventure with haul out & hardstand
facilities on the beautiful Whangarei Harbour.
John Peagram Manager
Mob: 0274 930 812 | Phone: 09438 8558 | Email:
john@dockland5.co.nz

With the combined world-wide experience and technology at UK Sailmakers, we can
provide the most advanced sail designs, construction, cloth selection, and hardware
for the durability and comfort of your boat together with any custom canvas work you
may need.
You can be assured at UK Sailmakers Phil joined by his team that all your needs will
be listened to and you will be provided with excellent materials, first class
workmanship and service.
www.northlandcanvas.co.nz
Open Ocean Watermakers has been manufacturing
watermakers in the beautiful Bay of Islands of New Zealand
since 2001. Terry Forsbrey is the owner of Open Ocean. He and
his wife Ariel lived aboard their yacht for 22 years and actively
cruised offshore for 12 of those years. During their time on the
water, Terry discovered that high tech components in a
watermaker are not only unnecessary, they are usually the first
thing to break down, and most often in remote locations. When
helping out other cruisers, he frequently found that by-passing
these components would get their watermakers working once
again. That's when he realized that a simple, reliable, and
affordablewatermaker could be made.
Terry developed the early version of an engine driven model
and took it cruising. He put it to the test for five years. He then
returned to New Zealand to design and build a reliable
watermaker without any superfluous gadgets. Thus was born a
revolutionary new concept in watermakers. One that works all
the time, is easy to operate, and doesn’t break the bank.
Island Cruising NZ members get a $300 discount on a
new water maker from Open Ocean!
Check out their website

Storm Shutters

Our Members workshop this month on storm coverings drew a bit of attention on our Facebook page, with
many people commenting on the Cat 1 & 2 rule that requires storm covers to be fitted on all windows over
1852cm2.
Before we go any further, I want to say that my heart goes out to the friends and family of Stuart Pederson and
the crew on board the Essence. I also know what it is like to live with the fallout of a preventable boating
tragedy. Two and a half years ago, about six months before the Essence sank, my ex-husband was killed in a
boating accident too. My teenage son and I now live every day with the fallout of this accident. It is horrendous,
and it is not something I would ever wish upon anyone. We know only too well how the Pederson’s feel, and
anything you can do to prevent this pain from happening to you or your family in similar circumstances is well
worth it.
The requirement to carry storm coverings for large windows is not a new one. This rule has been in place for a
long time. The only change was in the wording of the rule which requires the shutters to now be fitted instead
of simply just carried.
The Essence
In the case of the tragic loss of Stuart Pedersen, Essence was caught in a storm and suffered a knockdown. This
resulted in the starboard cabin windows being blown out, causing a large volume of water ingress within
seconds flooding the vessel which sank about 20 minutes later.
Here is an excerpt of what was reported in the Herald:
Sea conditions were reasonably calm. The wind was 20 knots. It was the sailing group's last day on board the 47-foot
yacht travelling from Fiji to New Zealand. The four had a big breakfast planned before going through Customs.
But as they crept closer to the Bay of Islands, the winds became stronger and the seas got "steeper and steeper". Soon,
gusts grew to beyond 40 knots and massive waves had begun breaking on top.
"It's a really hard thing to think of what size they were," Goodwin said. "The 6m thing was mentioned but it wasn't the
size of the waves that was the problem. It was the size of the break.''
At 1pm and about 30km from Cape Brett in Northland, a surge of water broke over the yacht. Goodwin, 66, and
Pedersen were swept off their feet, and off the vessel.
"I went under water. I'm sure Stu went under water as well. I was pulled along at a very painful rate. I was stuck in my
harness for some time under water until I just felt Stu pulling me back on board," Goodwin said.
"The deck was a mess at that stage but most things were still functioning. We checked down below to see how the
other two were and saw they had their own dramas."
Pamela and Steve were knee-deep in water. The yacht's windows had been sucked out from their frames, and water
from the waves was repeatedly rushing in at a rate beyond what the vessel's pump system could handle.
"That's when I said we need to put out a mayday," Goodwin said.

When would you fit them?
Put yourself in the shoes of the crew on board the Essence. You’re nearly home after a passage from Fiji, the
weather was ok but rapidly deteriorated. Would you have screwed the shutters in to the fibreglass on your shiny
cabin top when it was 20kts? Would you have waited until it was 40kts and then tried to wrestle with a drill and
some bits of ply on your wave swept deck at that stage?
Goodwin continues; "I believe there were plywood shutters for the boat’s large cabin windows, but they weren’t fitted – I
never saw the shutters, nor do I remember seeing any permanent fixing points for them. Fitting them after the roll-over to
prevent or slow water ingress would therefore have been impossible. Furthermore, I doubt whether they could have been
fitted before we sailed without drilling holes into the cabin sides."
It appears that while many vessels had complied with the rule requiring them to have storm shutters on board,
some did not have a way of actually installing them without damaging the boat, and probably by the time you
actually decided you needed to have them on, it could be too difficult to put them up anyway.
What is the issue?
Many people wanted to get some ideas on what storm shutters look like and how they could be installed. Some
expressed concern that the rule wouldn’t take in to consideration the construction of each vessel, that screwing or
bolting permanent or temporary window covers into a hull might damage or reduce the strength of the hull and
thus cause breaching of hull integrity in other ways. Others didn't want the added hassle & expense.
Additionally there were concerns that if the hatches over the windows were snagged by a small sheet, they could
be ripped off and out and potentially cause more issues with the vessel's hull integrity. Some people had issues
with fitting covers over large curved windows in pilothouse type vessels, and were worried that shutters might
restrict visibility.
Ask the expert
We set up a zoom meeting with Angus Willison the Technical & Safety Officer from Yachting New Zealand to
discuss the options. Members were invited to submit questions in advance to be discussed during the
conversation.
Angus explained that the aim of the Safety Regulations is not to make life difficult for people, but as boat design
changes, and issues arise, the regulations change to keep pace. He also acknowledged that it is very difficult to
write the regulations in such a way as to cover every kind of yacht, and that each vessel is assessed on their own
merits.
Storm coverings are intended to prevent windows from being compromised, both by heavy seas and loose items
on the deck, such as flogging sheets. Window strength, rebating and other relevant factors should be considered
in determining if such action would be a good idea for the safety of the vessel. The amendment avoids the need
for crew to fit storm coverings at sea, which can be a difficult and dangerous undertaking, particularly in heavy
seas. The larger the area of window, the greater the risk of failure, particularly for vessels that are subject to flexing
in extreme conditions. In short, each boat is different so there isn't a one size fits all answer. If a boat is designed
to go to sea with large windows that is taken in to consideration, however there are plenty of examples where the
vessel is not adequately built & the age of the mounting & sealants increases the risk profile.
It may be that your vessel is constructed in such a way as to not need shutters, and if this is the case, then discuss
this with your inspector. They do have the ability to issue an exemption where shutters are not necessary. Yacht
inspectors are all experienced sailors with trade qualifications, they are very happy to engage with sailors who are
intending to go offshore early on in the preparations stage to help give their opinion.

Let's look at some options
Yacht Designer Brett Blakewell-White very kindly gave us some ideas on how a vessel might consider fitting
storm shutters:
Don’t underestimate the power of waves!
Remember that the covers don’t need to be watertight, they are there to protect the integrity of the
watertight window beneath
Design considerations:
- material – plywood, composite, aluminium, or polycarbonate
- size and weight of the covers – do they require stiffeners
- stowage. Where will you keep them when not in use? Can you split them into smaller parts?
- light. Do you want the covers to still allow light into the cabin?
- will they hinder navigation? E.g. windows in a pilot house helm area. Do you need or want openings or
windows in the covers/shutters themselves?
- attachment – how are you going to attach the covers to the cabin or hull?
Attachment considerations
Flush fittings so there are no protrusions when the covers are not in place.
No sharp edges – prevents damage to sails, equipment, and people.
Attached so that waves cannot blast up behind them and blow them off
Nowhere for sheets, sails, or lines to get hooked on
If a material such as polycarbonate is chosen then fastenings must allow for thermal expansion
Can you repair or replace them easily either at sea or in a foreign port
There is no one answer nor only one acceptable solution – the key thing to note was to discuss the proposed
design with Yachting NZ or your local inspector before investing in materials and making changes to your vessel.
For more assistance with designing something to suit your vessel contact Brett. www.bakewell-white.com
Feedback
Having been underneath a substantial breaking wave, all I can say is that you really can't quite imagine the magnitude
of the forces involved, until you've actually experienced it. It's kind of like a house falling on you. We use lexan
(polycarbonate) storm shutters on the exterior. We have installed channels for them, and pin them in. Put them on
before you leave the anchorage to head out to sea. Use them for passages only. I take the precautions before leaving
port, because I prefer to not have to handle urgent situations in horrible conditions.
I have been offshore a few times over the years and when I was preparing my last boat, a Leopard catamaran for a trip
north I was concerned about the big side windows. Our solution that worked well was to cut out tinted sheets of the
same type of material to match the existing window size and shape with some overlap. We fixed this with bolts to a
number of stainless studs set proud and permanently into the cabin around the edges of the existing windows. These
proud threaded studs and some packers between the two clear sheets held the new storm window maybe 20mm away
from the old permanent windows.
Once in place we left them on until we got back home, in fact they only came off at all so we could clean between the
sheets. Once installed it was difficult to see they were there.
My Lagoon cat lost a 3'x16" near waterline window between Fiji and NZ. Fortunately, turning the opening away from
breaking seas gave me enough time to make a plug from two pieces of plywood from a bunk, lots of Sikaflex, some 2x4
pieces and allthread. There was nothing left of the window, so I assume it popped out intact. Hull flex probably
contributed, but I doubt the strength of the window material was an issue. Instead, the attachment in a bed of mastic
like car windshields probably failed.

We went with lexan storm covers. We fit them before southern ocean passages, north Atlantic in autumn and in our
home port in Alaska in the winter for flying debris in 100 knot winds and falling ice off the rig. With goo they would also
be perfectly good replacement window. They screw into the aluminium window frames.
Our cabin windows are Certified Marine Safety Glass, 6mm thick inserted with Terostat 270MS sealant.
In the event, that a window/s should break, leak or be blown in/out there are storm covers for the front, side and back
windows and an extra high wash board for the entrance from the cockpit to the saloon. The storm covers are made
from 6mm ply with 400gm carbon cloth with epoxy resin both sides. There are stainless steel self-drilling PK screws for
fitting the covers.
This was probably our most challenging requirement, as we were essentially forging the precedent with our particular
design of boat. The New shape Leopards to our knowledge, had not undergone NZ Cat1 certification previously, and
there was no referral designs to leverage. Thanks to some practical application of the ruling, and design ideas we
reinforced the front facing salon window, internally, and locked in place with a couple tabs, externally. The final result
was a far cry from our earlier worried preconceptions, about hanging plywood shutters outside our main salon window,
which would have been an eyesore of dubious effect. We now have something, which has improved our safety
significantly, as well as the aesthetics of the vessel, which is a welcome bonus.
Here is some more reading on the topic:
Yachting Monthly article - "Letting storm shutters fall from the preparations list because no previous owner had
needed them was a big error"
Practical Sailor article - 'We had storm shutters on the vessel, but in our exhausted state, we forgot to secure
them. Then when we finally remembered, it was too late.'
In conclusion
The Safety Regulations are designed to ensure that you, your vessel and crew can all go sailing, have fun and
come home again in one piece. Every boat is different and therefore it is hard to write a blanket rule or guidelines
that will suit every vessel. Measure your windows, and take a good look at how they are fitted. Talk to your local
inspector early. If you think your vessel doesn't need shutters, it may be that your vessel could be given an
exemption. Your inspector is there to help and will give you some guidance and advice based on your specific
boat.
We have got some more examples and ideas for how shutters can be fitted to various boats and have collated
lots more information in our Members Resources on the topic. Please get in touch if you are interested in
knowing more.

Island Cruising NZ
J
If you have a quality product or
service aimed at the cruising sailor,
and you would like to advertise in our
next newsletter, we invite you to join
us to become a partner of Island
Cruising NZ. We will work together to
showcase and promote your
business to a targeted, qualified
audience, and in turn, provide our
members with information, training
and advice on great deals and the
best products to suit their needs.

We have options to suit every
marketing budget!

contact us for more information

info@islandcruising.nz

oin us!

